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a b s t r a c t 

Transfer learning, or inductive transfer, refers to the transfer of knowledge from a source task to a target 

task. In the context of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), transfer learning can be implemented by 

transplanting the learned feature layers from one CNN (derived from the source task) to initialize another 

(for the target task). Previous research has shown that the choice of the source CNN impacts the perfor- 

mance of the target task. In the current literature, there is no principled way for selecting a source CNN 

for a given target task despite the increasing availability of pre-trained source CNNs. In this paper we in- 

vestigate the possibility of automatically ranking source CNNs prior to utilizing them for a target task. In 

particular, we present an information theoretic framework to understand the source-target relationship 

and use this as a basis to derive an approach to automatically rank source CNNs in an efficient, zero- 

shot manner. The practical utility of the approach is thoroughly evaluated using the Places-MIT dataset, 

MNIST dataset and a real-world MRI database. Experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of the pro- 

posed ranking method for transfer learning. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

.1. Background and motivation 

Deep learning methods, specifically those based on convolu-

ional neural networks (CNNs), have demonstrated tremendous

uccess in a variety of applications ranging from object recogni-

ion to autonomous driving [1,2] . One key reason behind this un-

recedented success is the availability of large application-specific,

nnotated datasets. However, in many practical applications, es-

ecially those related to medical imaging and radiology, obtain-

ng a large annotated (e.g., labeled) dataset can be challenging. In

any cases, annotation can only be performed by qualified field

xperts and so crowd sourcing methods, such as Amazons Mechan-

cal Turk [3] , cannot be used for annotating data. These limitations

an often preclude the use of CNNs in such applications. 

In order to address the problem of limited training data, the

oncept of transfer learning can be used. In transfer learning,

nowledge learned for performing one task is used for learning
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 different task. The idea of transfer learning is not new. For ex-

mple, the NIPS’95 workshop on Learning to Learn highlighted the

mportance of pursuing research in transfer learning. A number of

esearch studies have been published in the past investigating dif-

erent aspects of transfer learning. Some of these studies have been

ummarized in Table. 1 . Based on what is transferred, these ap-

roaches can be mainly categorized as (1) instance-based transfer

earning, where the labeled data in the source task is re-weighted

o be utilized for the target task [4–7] , (2) feature-based transfer

earning, where the features of the source task are transformed to

losely match those of the target task, or a common latent feature

pace is discovered [8–10] , (3) parameter-based transfer learning,

here the goal is to discover shared parameters across tasks [11,12]

nd (4) relational knowledge-based transfer learning, which is a

omparatively less explored area in this context, and where the

oal is to transfer the relationship among data from a source task

o a target task [13] . 

In case of CNNs, transfer learning typically entails the transfer

f information from a selected source concept (source CNN, learned

or a source task ) to learn the target concept (target CNN, learned

or a target task ). Recent studies detail how transfer learning can

e performed via CNNs by transplanting the learned feature lay-

rs from one CNN to initialize another [22] . Due to its significant

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2017.07.019
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/patcog
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.patcog.2017.07.019&domain=pdf
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Table 1 

A brief overview of transfer learning research. 

Paper Focus of research Transfer 

Dai et al. [4] Transfer learning via boosting algorithm Instance based 

Jiang et al. [5] Source instance weighting for domain adaptation Instance based 

Liao et al. [6] Utilizing auxiliary data for target labeling Instance based 

Wu and Dietterich [7] Integrating source task data in SVM learning framework Instance based 

Pan et al. [8] Transfer learning via dimensionality reduction Feature based 

Pan et al. [9] Domain adaptation using efficient feature transformation Feature based 

Blitzer et al. [14] Extracting features to reduce difference between domains Feature based 

Dai et al. [15] Labeling target task data using unlabeled source task data Feature based 

Duame [16] Domain adaptation using feature augmentation Feature based 

Xing et al. [17] Correcting the predicted labels of shift-unaware classifier Feature based 

Pan et al. [18] Spectral feature alignment for transfer learning Feature based 

Raina et al. [10] Learning high-level features for transfer learning Feature based 

Gong et al. [19] Reducing domain difference in a low dimensional feature space Feature based 

Tommasi et al. [11] Transferring SVM hyperplane information Parameter based 

Yao and Doretto [12] Transferring internal learner parameter information Parameter based 

Mihalkova et al. [13] Markov logic networks for transferring relational knowledge Relational knowledge 

Long et al. [20] Joint domain adaptation Feature based 

Ammar et al. [21] Automated source selection in reinforcement learning using RBMs Parameter based 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Given a large number of pre-trained source CNNs, the proposed approach 

ranks them in the order in which they are likely to impact the performance of a 

given target task. The source task data is not used in this determination. 
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impact on improving the performance of the target task, transfer

learning is becoming a critical tool in many applications [23,24] .

Usually this process is referred to as fine-tuning to indicate that the

transplanted feature layers of a source CNN are merely refined us-

ing the target data. It is necessary to note that for such a transfer,

the source data is not needed; only the source concept as embod-

ied by the source CNN is required. This allows researchers to freely

share and reuse previously learned CNN models. 1 Attempts to con-

vert CNN models from one programming platform to another 2 has

also facilitated the reusability of CNNs. Given these developments,

it has become necessary to investigate how CNN models learned

on various source tasks can be effectively used when learning a

target task that has very limited training data. 

Given a selected source task or a source CNN, recent stud-

ies show a number of useful ways to transfer and exploit its

information for maximizing the performance gain on the target

task [22,25–28] . Previous research has clearly demonstrated that

the choice of the source CNN has an impact on the performance

of the target task [22] . Some sources 3 may also result in a phe-

nomenon called negative transfer where the performance on the

target task is degraded as a result of transfer learning. However,

a principled reason for such a degradation has not been clearly

determined. Further, in CNN-based transfer learning, the source is

manually chosen (e.g., [23,24] ). Several different approaches have

been suggested to manually select a source for transfer learning.

In [23] , Agrawal et al. demonstrate that source data obtained from

a moving vehicle [29] can be effective for transfer learning, thereby

highlighting the importance of motion-based data. In [22] , Yosinki

et al. argue that source tasks that appear to be semantically rel-

evant to the target task would result in better performance. A

large number of studies, however, show that semantic relevance

between source and target tasks is not always necessary; perfor-

mance improvement has been observed even when the source and

target tasks are superficially not related [23,30] . 

Manual selection has three major drawbacks: it is subjective ,

where multiple experts may choose a different source for the same

target task; unreliable , where there is no guarantee that the chosen

source will result in better performance than others; and labori-

ous , where an expert has to manually analyze a very large number
1 https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/wiki/Model-Zoo 
2 https://github.com/facebook/fb- caffe- exts 
3 Note that in this paper, “source” will be used as a general term referring to both 

source task and source CNN. 
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f potential sources tasks. Currently, there is no principled way to

utomatically select the best source CNN for a given target task. 

.2. Technical goal 

The key technical goal of this study, therefore, is to investigate

he possibility of automating source CNN selection (see Fig. 1 ). By

hoosing the best source CNN for a given target task, we antici-

ate that high performance can be achieved despite tuning with

ery limited target data. Since, this is the first study attempting

o automate source CNN selection, we first present the following

hree ideal requirements of such a ranking measure: 

Scalable: It should only utilize source CNNs. It should not re-

uire us to additionally store and maintain the source data of each

ource task. 

Efficient: Unlike a standard learning based problem where

n objective function is defined and optimized using a training

ataset, the ideal ranking approach should perform a zero-shot

anking of CNNs, i.e., the ranking approach should not utilize a

earning phase that is based on source CNN characteristics. 

Reliable: Ideally, the ranking measure should not be based on

euristics, especially those simply based on the notion of perceived

imilarity or difference between the tasks. The ranking measure

hould be theoretically derived using well-understood principles.

he proposed measure shall also demonstrate its efficacy for a

ractical application. 

https://github.com/BVLC/caffe/wiki/Model-Zoo
https://github.com/facebook/fb-caffe-exts
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.3. Novelty and contributions 

• This study demonstrates that automatically ranking pre-trained

source CNNs is possible. 
• This study presents an information theoretic framework to

rank source CNNs in an efficient, reliable, “zero-shot” manner

thereby satisfying the requirements stated above. 
• This study presents a thorough experimental evaluation of the

proposed theory using the Places-MIT database, CalTech-256

database, MNIST database and a real-world MRI database. 

. Related work 

.1. Transfer learning via CNNs 

Oqub et al. in [31] explained how transfer between CNNs can

e implemented by transplanting network layers from one CNN

o initialize another. This procedure provides significant improve-

ent on the target task and has been utilized in different ap-

lications [23,24,30] . Yosinki et al. in [22] present an empirical un-

erstanding of the impact of transferring features learned in dif-

erent CNN layers. They show that CNN features learned in the

rst layer are generic and similar across multiple tasks. These fea-

ures become more and more task specific in the deeper layers.

he authors also discuss the differential impact of source CNNs on

he target task. Long et al. in [25] describe how deeper layers can

e more effectively transferred to the target CNN. A recent study

n [28] provides intuitions on the effect of a multiverse loss func-

ion in improving the performance of transfer learning in CNNs. 

The goal of our work is significantly different from the above.

n particular, we seek to develop a principled way for automat-

cally ranking source CNNS based on their potential to favorably

nfluence the performance of the target task. Given the increasing

vailability of source CNNs in the public domain and the diversity

f practical applications that have to contend with scarcity of train-

ng data, the proposed approach is expected to have a significant

mpact on the viability of transfer learning. 

.2. Ranking sources in traditional transfer learning 

While the history of transfer learning research spans over two

ecades [32–34] , the question of how to predict the transferability

f a source task, in a supervised framework, is relatively less stud-

ed. Some studies assumed that the source and target tasks had to

e similar in order for the transfer learning to be effective [4,35] .

uch an assumption may not be true in practice. For example, if

he target task itself is duplicated and presented as a source task,

he similarity between target and source tasks would be maximal;

owever, such an arrangement will be undesirable due to redun-

ancy and over-fitting. In addition, such approaches may necessi-

ate the storing of source data. In [36] , a method to choose aux-

liary training data to facilitate transfer learning is discussed. The

ethod utilizes a validation set based on the target task in order to

elect the auxiliary training samples. However, the method is iter-

tive, computationally expensive, and does not utilize the auxiliary

ata in a zero-shot manner. Recently, in [21] , Ammar et al. utilized

 restricted boltzman machine based approach to automatically se-

ect the source task for transfer in the specific context of reinforce-

ent learning . However, the approach has two distinct shortcom-

ngs. Firstly, it is based on the implicit assumption that the source

nd target data have to be visually similar in order for the transfer

earning to be effective. Secondly, the approach does not explicitly

ink the ranking criteria with performance gain on the target task.

owever, the approach is observed to perform well on the target

asks considered by the authors. Therefore, we compare the pro-

osed approach with the approach in [21] . 
. Proposed approach 

.1. Intuitive analysis 

Despite their immense popularity [22] , the relationship between

ource CNNs and the target task has not been well understood [37] .

or example, there is no principled way to reason as to why one

ource CNN should be better than another for the transfer learning

ask. On one hand, we could argue that selecting a source CNN,

hose learned representation is significantly different from that

f the target CNN, is beneficial. Such a source CNN may be cap-

uring information that cannot be gleaned from the target training

ata. On the other hand, if the learned representations are signif-

cantly different, we could argue that the source CNN is unrelated

o the target task and can result in a negative impact on transfer

earning. Therefore, utilizing simple heuristics based on similarity

r differences between the source and target tasks (or the learned

epresentations) may not be useful in ranking the source CNNs. In-

uitively, the features extracted by a source CNN must provide ad-

itional but relevant information that is not already accounted for

y the target’s training data. 

.2. Theoretical analysis 

Notations: Consider a set of q source tasks with corresponding

raining datasets { D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D q } . For each task i ≤ q , dataset D i =
(X i , Y i ) where X i represents the training samples and Y i denotes the

orresponding labels on them. Also, for each task i , a CNN N i is

earned by utilizing D i for training. This results in a set of q source

NNs { N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N q } . 
Similarly, consider a target dataset that is divided into D e and

 a . The test set is represented as D e while D a = { D t , D v } represents

he data that can be utilized for training ( D t ) and validation ( D v ).

ote that the sizes of the training and validation data will be kept

ery small in our experiments in order to assess efficacy of the

roposed approach in real-world applications with small training

ata. 

Similar to the source task datasets, each of the datasets corre-

ponding to the target task also comprises of images and corre-

ponding labels. For example, the target training set can be de-

oted as D t = (X t , Y t ) , where X t are the images and Y t are the cor-

esponding labels. However, the number of source and target task

amples is significantly different. Generally, transfer is expected to

e useful when target task data is small and source task data is

ery large. Further, note that according to the current CNN liter-

ture, it is essential for a compatible transfer between CNNs that

he dimensionality of the input images of the source must be the

ame as that of the target input data 

Now, let N t denote the CNN that is learned using the small

raining set D t . A brief summary of the notations is tabulated in

able. 2 . 

Deriving the measure: The goal here is to derive a ranking

easure on source CNNs that is explicitly based on reducing the

rror on the target task. The uncertainty in predicting the testing

abels Y e is given by the entropy H ( Y e ), where H () represents the

ntropy function. A higher entropy value would mean a larger un-

ertainty in prediction and, therefore, the goal is to reduce H ( Y e ).

ith the availability of more information, which can be potentially

seful in label prediction, this uncertainty can decrease. Given that

e have a trained CNN N t that was derived using the small train-

ng data D t , additional information N 

m 

t (X e ) can, in principle, be ex-

racted from the test images X e . The notation N 

m 

t (X e ) indicates that

mages in X e are input into the CNN N t and the output of the m 

th 

ayer is obtained. Here, m is the last layer (total depth) of the CNN.

ince, N 

m 

t (X e ) represents the final output score by the last layer of

 t on X e , we write N 

m (X e ) as N t ( X e ) for simplicity. 
t 
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Table 2 

Summary of the basic notations used in this section. 

Notation Description 

D i = (X i , Y i ) Training dataset for source task i . 

D e = (X e , Y e ) Test dataset for target task. 

D t = (X t , Y t ) Training dataset for target task. 

D v = (X v , Y v ) Validation dataset for target task. 

X i Training samples (images) for source task i . 

Y i Corresponding ground truth labels on X i . 

X t , X v , X e Training, Validation, and Test samples for target task, respectively. 

Y t , Y v , Y e Corresponding ground truth labels on X t , X v , and X e respectively. 

N i Source CNN learned using data D i . 

N t Target CNN learned using data D t . 

m Total number of processing layers in a CNN. 

l Denotes the layer number in a CNN, where l ≤ m . 

H ( A ) Entropy of variable A . 

H ( A | B ) Conditional entropy of A given variable B . 

I ( A ; B ) Mutual information between A and B . 

Fig. 2. The output of the last layer m is task dependent and is therefore its dimen- 

sionality is different depending on task. Hence, the k -dimensional output of layer 

m − 1 is utilized. Also, it is the output of this layer which will be utilized later in 

the experiment section for visualization. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Information diagram: The first term in Eqn. (7) is represented by region-1 

whereas the second term is represented by region-2. The larger the region-2, the 

more useful is the source CNN. 
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5 
Theoretically, as conditioning reduces entropy, therefore, 

H(Y e ) ≥ H(Y e | N t (X e )) . (1)

Similarly, additional information N 

l 
i 
(X e ) can also be extracted

from the test images X e by applying feature representations (fil-

ters) learned by the CNN N i for a source task i. l represents the

layer number of a CNN from which the processed output (informa-

tion) was extracted. Since, the dimensionality of the output of last

layer, i.e., at l = m, can be different for different source tasks 4 , the

output of the layer l = m − 1 is extracted and utilized (see Fig. 2 ).

Again, as conditioning reduces the entropy, we have, 

H(Y e ) ≥ H(Y e | N t (X e )) ≥ H(Y e | N t (X e ) , N 

m −1 
i 

(X e )) . (2)

Further, as the test images X e and the labels Y e will not be avail-

able during the training stage, the validation data D v = (X v , Y v ) is

utilized instead. Thus, 

H(Y v ) ≥ H(Y v | N t (X v )) ≥ H(Y v | N t (X v ) , N 

m −1 
i 

(X v )) . (3)

This equation shows that with additional information extracted

using a source CNN, the uncertainty in prediction can further de-

crease. Now, the total decrease in uncertainty can be written as the

difference between the following terms: 

φ = H(Y v ) − H(Y v | N t (X v ) , N 

m −1 
i 

(X v )) . (4)

In information theory, this difference φ is called gain or infor-

mation gain. This gain can also be rewritten in the form of mutual

information as, 

φ = H(Y v ) − [ H(Y v | N t (X v )) − I(N 

m −1 (X v ) ;Y v | N t (X v ))] . (5)

i 

4 Here, the dimensionality pertains to the number of classes in a task t
Here, the mutual information is denoted by the function I (). For

ny three variables A, B and C ; I(A, B | C) = I(B, A | C) and so: 

= H(Y v ) − H(Y v | N t (X v )) + I(Y v ; N 

m −1 
i 

(X v ) | N t (X v )) . (6)

In the context of two variables, H(Y v ) − H(Y v | N t (X v )) =
(Y v ; N t (X v )) hence: 

= I(Y v ; N t (X v )) + I(Y v ; N 

m −1 
i 

(X v ) | N t (X v )) . (7)

The final equation here has two terms. The first term I ( Y v ;

 t ( X v )) denotes the gain due to the mutual information between

he target labels Y v and the predicted output scores N t ( X v ) by the

arget CNN. The higher this mutual information, the lesser the un-

ertainty in predicting Y v . Fig. 3 shows an information diagram 

5 for

he aforementioned terms. Region-1 in this figure represents the

rst term of Eqn. (7). 

Note that the second term, I(Y v ; N 

m −1 
i 

(X v ) | N t (X v )) , represents

he gain due to a specific source, that is not already accounted for

y N t ( X v ). In Fig. 3 , region-2 represents this term. This term pro-

ides additional, relevant information that was not available when

nly utilizing the target’s training data D t . The higher the value of

his term, the more useful a source will be. Since, the first term is

ndependent of the source, the second term here can be utilized to

easure the worth of a source CNN. Therefore, for a source CNN

 i , its transferability 6 γ i is given as, 

i = I(Y v ; N 

m −1 (X v ) | N t (X v )) . (8)
An information diagram is similar to a venn diagram but is used to show rela- 

tionship between Shannon’s basic measures of information. 
6 In this paper, the term transferability and ranking score will be used alterna- 

ively. 
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Fig. 4. A and B, respectively show a section of an MRI slice and the corresponding spots marked by an expert. C and D are mosaics of a few concatenated 9 × 9 spot-patches 

(positive class) obtained on two different MRI scans. Note the large intra scan variations in the spots. 
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Note that this term can easily be computed using publicly avail-

ble implementations for mutual information. For the reproducibil-

ty of the results, the implementation and datasets used here will

e made publicly available. 

Discussion: In this discussion, we analyze γ i that is com-

uted for N i , in the light of our intuitive analysis section pre-

ented in 3.1 . The proposed term is aware that if the information

xtracted via source CNN is exactly that of the target CNN, i.e.,

 

m −1 
i 

(X v ) = N t (X v ) , the transferability will be zero. By computing

he conditional mutual information, the term is explicitly evalu-

ting a source CNN, N i , based on the additional, predictive infor-

ation between Y v and N 

m −1 
i 

(X v ) that cannot be obtained from

 t ( X v ). If the source CNN is completely irrelevant, the additional,

redictive information from N 

m −1 
i 

(X v ) will have zero mutual infor-

ation with Y v , resulting in zero transferability. 

Upper bound on transferability: The upper-bound on trans-

erability can also be estimated. This estimate will denote the

aximum transferability that can be achieved by a source CNN.

he total uncertainty in predicting labels is estimated by H ( Y v ).

ome predictive information is provided by N t that is trained

n the target’s training data. This information is denoted by

egion-1 in Fig. 3 . This overlap of information can be written

s H ( Y v ) ∩ H ( N t ( X v )) or simply as the mutual information I (( Y v );

 t ( X v )), as discussed before. The remaining information, H(Y v ) −
((Y v ) ; N t (X v )) , can be provided by a source CNN. Theoretically, this

stimates the maximum amount of information that is required.

ince, H(Y v ) − I((Y v ) ; N t (X v )) = H(Y v | N t (X v )) , the upper bound on

ransferability, γ max , can simply be written as H ( Y v | N t ( X v )). 

.3. Datasets 

.3.1. Target data - MRI database 

A real world MRI dataset [38,39] is utilized as the target data.

he task is to detect the injected cells in in vivo MRI scans that

ppear as dark spots (see Fig. 4 ). In many medical applications such

s this, not only is the collection of data challenging but the label-

ng of the data is also expensive and highly time consuming. For

he long-term success of cell based therapies, it is essential that in
uch applications, injected cells are detected accurately with mini-

um labeling input which is currently a practical challenge [39,40] . 

This dataset comprises of 5 MRI scans of different in vivo rat

rains. Spots in 3 of these scans were labeled by a medical ex-

ert. These 3 scans were utilized in this study. From each scan

bout 10 0,0 0 0 patches were extracted as potential spots by au-

hors in [39] . Only about 5,0 0 0 of these were spot-patches (positive

lass) and the remaining were non-spot patches (negative class).

rain and test scans were mutually exclusive. From each training

can, only 5% of the patches (about 5,0 0 0) were randomly selected

nd utilized. Further, only 85% of the selected 5% were used for

raining N t and the remaining 15% was used as the validation set

 v . 

.3.2. Target data - MNIST database 

In a separate experiment, we test the generalization of the pro-

osed approach using the standard MNIST database. Here, the task

nvolved differentiating between written digits “4” and “9”. The to-

al number of training samples in MNIST database is about 60,0 0 0,

ut of which only 11,791 have labels of “4” or “9”. Similar to the

revious target task, only 5% of these were randomly chosen and

tilized in the same manner. 

.3.3. Source data - Places-MIT database 

In this study, the publicly available Places-MIT dataset was uti-

ized [41] . This dataset has a diverse set of 205 different classes

ith images containing cluttered urban scenes, empty hall-ways,

akes (in bakery), fish (in aquarium), etc. A set of 500 different

asks were randomly generated where the number of classes in

ach task could range from 2 to 205. For example, some tasks may

ave more than 400 classes whereas others may have less than 50

lasses. The images in this database are much different in dimen-

ions from the 9 × 9 patches in the MRI database and the 20 × 20

mages of the MNIST database. Therefore, each image here was

onverted to gray scale and then down-sampled to the size com-

atible with the images of the two target tasks. The transformed

mages exhibit diversity in their content, as shown in Fig. 5 . 
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Fig. 5. Each image in the source dataset was converted to gray scale and then down-sampled to 20 × 20 and 9 × 9. Some of these images along with their transformed 

versions are shown here. 
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4. Experiments, results and discussion 

In this section, we design experiments to answer the follow-

ing questions: (1) How well does the proposed measure rank the

source CNNs for a target task that has scarcity of training data?

(2) How does the performance of the proposed approach compare

with a previous approach in the literature that is heuristic-based?

(3) Can the impact of the top and the worst ranked source on the

target task be visualized and compared? (4) How does the number

of training samples impact the performance gain due to transfer

learning in CNNs? In all experiments, AUC (Area Under ROC) was

utilized as the measure of accuracy. 

4.1. MRI based target task 

Ranking Source CNNs: Using the 500 source tasks generated

from Places-MIT database, 500 CNNs were learned. The CNN ar-

chitecture used in [39,40] was adopted for this target task. Using

the proposed approach, all these source CNNs were ranked prior to

conducting the transfer. The ranking scores for each CNN, i.e., mea-

sured transferability, is shown on the horizontal axis of Fig. 6 while

the performance with transfer learning is presented on the verti-

cal axis. For vertical axis in Fig. 6 , 500 more CNNs were learned by

tuning each source CNN on the target training data. Note the high

degree of correlation between the ranking score and the degree
f improvement in performance after transfer learning. The nor-

alized ranking score value for a CNN was obtained after dividing

ach ranking score value by the maximum ranking score achieved

y any of the 500 source CNNs (i.e. γ i / max { γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ 500 } . 
The two sub-figures in Fig. 6 represent the results on two differ-

nt test MRI scans. In each case 500 CNNs were evaluated on the

omplete set of test patches (about 10 0,0 0 0 in each scan). 

When training using the source data, each source CNN under-

ent a pre-determined number of 15 epochs. When tuning on the

arget data, the training of each source CNN proceeded until con-

ergence. 

Performance Comparison: In this experiment, the goal is to

ompare the performance of the proposed approach with another

pproach in the literature that merely relies on similarity between

he source and target tasks. In [21] Ammar et al. propose utilizing

BMs for automated source selection which is based on the sim-

larity between tasks. Therefore, using their proposed protocol, an

BM model was first trained for each source task. Then, using each

ource RBM model, the reconstruction error on the target data is

omputed. The normalized reconstruction errors for each source

BM model is shown on the horizontal axis in Fig. 6 . The verti-

al axis represents the performance transfer learning using the cor-

esponding source CNN. It can be clearly observed that there is

 lack of correlation between reconstruction error and perfor-

ance improvement after transfer learning. As mentioned be-
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Fig. 6. (Top row) The two sub-figures show the result of the proposed approach on two different test sets. (Bottom Row) These two sub-figures show the result of the 

Restricted Boltzmann Machine based approach in [21] . The horizontal axis shows the reconstruction error computed on the target’s training data using the source RBM 

model. Note the high degree of correlation exhibited by the proposed measure (top row) with improvement in performance. 
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ore, the approaches based on heuristics of similarity or difference

an fail in practice and may not be applicable for all source/target

asks. 

Analyzing ranked source CNNs: The goal here is to visually in-

estigate the difference between source CNNs that were ranked

he best and the worst. To both these source CNNs, samples of

wo different test sets (from 2 different MRI scans) were given as

nputs and the corresponding, processed output of the fully con-

ected CNN layer (200-dimensional vector) was obtained as out-

ut for each test sample. Note that these outputs are from source

NNs that have not yet been tuned using any target data. The

00 dimensional outputs were then projected to a 3D space using

rincipal component analysis. The spot samples (yellow) and the

on-spot samples (black) were then visualized in this space (see

ig 7 ). In each figure, the viewpoint that best illustrates the deci-

ion boundary is presented. 

It can be seen that the best ranked source, even prior to ob-

erving any MRI data, has the potential to separate spot samples

 yellow ) from non-spot samples ( black ). The worst ranked source

oes not differentiate between the two classes. In fact, the spread

f samples across the three dimensions is very low and all samples

ppear to be concentrated in a smaller region. Therefore, taking the

est CNN as the initial point in learning the target concept clearly

rovides an edge over random initialization or using other source

NNs with much lesser ranking scores. 

Impact of training sample size: Although, the main focus of

his study is to test the efficacy of the proposed approach when

m  
he target training data is very small, we are also interested in in-

estigating the effect of increasing the target training size. In Fig. 8 ,

e see that the proposed approach is especially very useful when

he target training sizes are small. Using only 5% of the available

raining data, the performance is observed to improve by more than

5% after transfer learning. This means that the labeling effort from

 medical expert can be significantly reduced without compromis-

ng the AUC performance. However, when there is already a large

mount of training data available, transfer of knowledge from a

ource CNN may not bring a significant change in the results. 

.2. MNIST based target task 

We further evaluate the proposed ranking measure using the

NIST database. The experimental protocol used here is the same

s the one used in the previous target task. A standard LeNet-like

NN architecture with ReLU activation layers was utilized. How-

ver, only 10 different source tasks were randomly picked and the

orresponding CNNs were learned. Note that similar to the previ-

us target task, only 5% of the available data was utilized, as ex-

lained in 3.3.2 . The experimental results are shown in Fig. 9 . 

.3. Experiments using CalTech-256 

Generally, in the literature on transfer learning, the target task

s assumed to contain limited training data while the source task

s assumed to have a large amount of training data. In this experi-

ent, a challenging, non-conventional case is considered to further
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Fig. 7. Prior to conducting any transfer, the ability to discriminate between spot and non-spot patches is visualized in 3D space for the best ranked and the worst ranked 

CNN. The figures in the left column correspond to the best ranked CNN on two test sets, while the figures in the right column correspond to the worst ranked CNN on two 

test sets. See text for further explanation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. The horizontal axis show the percentage of the target training data utilized 

in tuning. The y-axis shows the performance after transfer. Dataset size was incre- 

mented in values of 5%, and for each dataset, the proposed approach was used to 

rank the source CNNs. Here, the transfer was only conducted using the best and the 

worst ranked CNN. Note the performance improvement for smaller training sizes 

which conveys the importance of the proposed method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Ranking performance for the MNIST target task: 10 CNNs, based on ran- 

domly chosen source tasks, are ranked. For tuning, only 5% of the available training 

set was randomly chosen for the given task. Testing was performed on all the im- 

ages containing 4 and 9 in the MNIST test set. Note that the performance without 

transfer learning, using the selected 5% of the training data, was about 60.01%. This 

also indicates that four source CNNs resulted in a negative transfer. 
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test the robustness of the ranking measure. Here, the source CNNs

are also trained using limited training data. Further, the training

data for each class has large intra-class variations. To facilitate this,

500 additional source tasks were randomly generated using the

publicly available CalTech-256 dataset [42] . This dataset contains

about 256 classes and the average number of images in each class

is about 120. Classes in the additional source tasks ranged from 2

to 256. The problem of spot detection in MRI, as discussed in 3.3.1 ,

was used for the target task. Despite a non-traditional scenario, we

see in Fig. 10 that the approach is still able to differentiate between

the sources when tested on two different MRI test sets. However,

the variance at higher ranking scores is larger. While many CNN

related behaviors are challenging to explain, we hypothesize that

this may be a result of many less reliable feature representations

learned across the network due to the extreme scarcity of source

data for many classes. 
. Limitations and future work 

.1. Multiple sources 

Using the proposed framework, in Fig. 11 , we show an infor-

ation diagram where another source CNN N j brings informa-

ion that is not accounted for by both N t and N i . Since Region-

 is much smaller in comparison to Region-2, such a source

hould have a low transferability score and is anticipated to be

ess beneficial compared to N i . However, if N j is utilized ap-

ropriately in combination with other sources such as N i , the

verall entropy will further reduce as H(Y v | N t (X v ) , N 

m −1 
i 

(X v )) ≥
(Y v | N t (X v ) , N 

m −1 
i 

(X v ) , N 

m −1 
j 

(X v )) . Therefore, one interesting future

irection would be to extend the current framework to incorporate

ultiple source CNNs simultaneously during transfer learning. 
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Fig. 10. (Top row) The two sub-figures show the result of the proposed approach on two different test sets. (Bottom Row) These two sub-figures show the result of the 

Restricted Bolzmann Machine based approach in [21] . The horizontal axis shows the reconstruction error computed on the target’s training data using the source RBM model. 

Fig. 11. Information diagram: Emphasizing the need to exploit multiple sources. 
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The formulation presented here can also be seen as simplifying

he problem of source CNN selection to a feature selection exer-

ise. In this context, it will also be interesting to investigate how

ifferent feature selection approaches can be appropriated and ex-

erimentally compared in this context. 

.2. Layers to transfer 

The goal of this study was not to find the optimal number of

ayers to transfer; rather all the convolutional layers were trans-

erred here. Finding an optimal number of layers to transfer, in a

rincipled manner, is still an open problem. In future, we plan to

nvestigate how the performance due to different number of trans-
er layers is correlated with the ranking score of a given source

NN. 

. Conclusion 

This study is one of the first to show that the source CNNs can

e ranked in increasing order of benefit for a given target task.

n information theoretic framework that performs reliable, zero-

hot ranking of CNNs was presented. The approach was thoroughly

valuated using Places-MIT database, CalTech-256 database, MNIST

atbase, and a real world MRI dat abase. Automating the crucial

tep of source selection is a fundamental improvement in the stan-

rad practice of transfer learning in CNNs. This study also open

oors to better investigate several other related research problems

uch as automatically finding the optimal numbers of layers to

ransfer. 
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